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Picking and Sorting

Binding Area

Packing Area

Specification

How it Works

Maximum speed

Maximum load

Human-machine interface

Status indication

Security

Dimensions

Weight

Navigate mode

Navigation positioning accuracy

Working hours

Battery

Charging mode

Network

Minimum width of aisle

2.0 m/s

50 kg

Barcode/QR code, Tablet computer, Synthetic voice prompts

Buzzer, Motion winkers, Operation indicators

Emergency stop switch

630 (length) × 470 (width) × 1300 (height)  mm

Approximately 60 kg

 VSLAM

± 50 mm

0.8 m

Approximately 12 hours

Lithium battery, 24 V / 40 Ah, fully charged in 3 hours

Exchangeable battery

4 G, Wi-Fi



Pick-and-sort
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AMR receives a task from WMS and guides 
associate to bind an appropriate multi-bin 
container for the task

Each associate would pick in a designated 
zone only, rather than walking through the 
entire warehouse

AMR arrives at the first picking spot, notifies 
associate nearby with sound and light

Associate follows instruction given by AMR to 
pick and place items into the designated bins

AMR moves to the next picking spot, or back 
to the packing area when the task is complet-
ed; meanwhile associate will get his/her 
direction for the next pick from AMR tablet

Binding Area

Packing Area

Associate scans items from the container, 
order sheets/labels will be printed out



Batch Picking
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AMR receives a task from WMS and guides 
associate to bind appropriate container(s)

AMR arrives at the first picking spot, notifies 
associate nearby with sound and light

Each associate would pick in a designated 
zone only, rather than walking through the 
entire warehouse

Associate follows instruction given by AMR 
to pick items and scan for double checking

Binding Area

5 AMR carries back all items to the sorting area 
when the task is completed



Put Away

Associate binds each container with items 
ready for put away

AMR receives a task from the cloud system

Associate puts a container onto AMR AMR moves to the put away spot, notifies 
associate with sound and light

Associate puts items onto the designated 
bin location

Associate operates with scanner and AMR 
tablet for double checking

When a bin location is full, associate can 
notify AMR so that a new put away spot will 
be assigned; meanwhile associate will get 
his/her direction for the next move from 
AMR tablet

AMR returns to the standby area when the 
task is completed

Standby Area

Standby Area

Standby Area
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Freighting

Associate sets up a starting point, task 
point(s) and an end point

AMR arrives at the first task point, notifies 
associate with sound and light

Associate follows instruction given by AMR 
to place down or pick up items

AMR moves to the next task point

AMR returns to the standby area when the 
task is completed

The recurring mode is also available
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Get in Touch for a Demo Tour

1101, Block C, SOHO office, Sanlitun, Yard 8, Gongti
North Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

BEIJING

〒135-0044 東京都江東区越中島2-1-38

TOKYO

518 Xinjiang Lu, Floor 1-6 Shanghai

SHANGHAI

401, Block D, Building 7, Shenzhen International 
Innovation Valley, Dashi 1st Road, Nanshan District, 
Shenzhen, China

SHENZHEN HONG KONG
3/F Unit A, Kader Building. 22 Kai Cheung Road. 
Kowloon Bay, Hong Kong

SINGAPORE
DHL Asia Pacific Innovation Center, DHL Advanced 
Regional Center, 1 Greenwich Drive, Singapore 533865


